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Abstract- Assembly line belongs to Backbone of the modern Automobile industry, after various studies it came to know that 

assembly lines can produce better lead time and customer satisfaction. The assembly line is one of the key components of the modern 

automobile Revolution. The principles of the assembly line allowed manufacturers to produce greatly increased amounts of products 

at lower cost and indirectly made for easier maintenance of products after their assembly. While the ideas behind assembly line 

manufacturing are a vital part of the way, in which products are being made and assembled today, it is also interesting to consider the 

disadvantages of these types of production systems. By transforming this methodology in any assembly line you can get better 

productivity or efficiency. In this thesis I am work to increase the efficiency of the automobile sector assembly line. This methodology 

has two major parts. The First part is Man- Machine system and in this we are implementing Work Measurement, Method Study and 

Time Study. The second part is inventory management we are implementing the Inventory management system to reach the higher 

productivity. The concept of the man-machine system works between labors and machines and in between raw materials and finished 

goods. Simultaneously I am going to implement the inventory management system to produce effect of the overall plant efficiency. 

Using Work measurement, a technique designed to establish the time for a worker to carry out a specified manufacturing task at a 

defined level of performance. It is concerned with the length of time, and it takes to complete a work task assigned to a specific job. 

By applying work measurement, it can show clearly existing result. Method study is the process of subjecting work to systematic, 

critical scrutiny to make it more effective and more efficient. It is one of the keys to achieving productivity improvement. It can 

improve the productivity of the implemented method. Another field the time study will improve the efficiency of the implemented 

method Time study is a tested method of work measurement, In this thesis the use of time study is to suggest a methodology for a 

qualified worker to perform specified work under stated conditions and at a defined rate of working. By this implementation we can 

improve the implemented method and that will increase the productivity.  

Keywords - work study, work measurement, time study, Just-in-time , man-machine system, inventory management, operations 

management. 

 

INTRODUCTION –  

Assembly lines are designed for the one by one operation in organization, in this work the motion of workers is minimized in the 

operation area. All parts or assemblies are handled either by conveyors or motorized vehicles such gravity. Machines such as overhead 

cranes do heavy lifting. Each worker typically performs one simple operation. 

 

REMAINING CONTENTS –  

Assembly Line –  

An assembly line is a production of goods process (most of the time called a progressive assembly) in which parts (usually 

interchangeable parts) are added as the semi-finished assembly moves from workstation to workstation where the parts are added in 

particular order until the final assembly is obtained. By mechanically moving the parts to the assembly work and moving the semi-

finished assembly from work station to work station, a finished job can be assembled faster and with less worker than by having 

workers carry parts to a stationary piece for assembly. A manufacturing tool, first made popular by Ford in his manufacturing of 

automobiles. The principle of an assembly line is that each worker is given one very specific job, which he or she simply repeats, and 

then the process moves to the next labor  who does his or her job, until the task is completed and the product is obtained. It is a way to 

mass produce goods quickly and efficiently. All workers do not have to be human; robotic workers can make up an assembly line as 

well. 
 

Man/Machine System –  

Human–machine system is a human operator (or a group of operators) and a machine are integrated. This term can also 
be  importance the view of such a system as a single entity that interacts with external environment . 

Generally a system consists of hand tools and other tools which are coupled by a human operator who controls the operation. 

Operators of such systems use their own power.. The system could range from a person with a hammer to a person with a strength 

giving exoskeleton. Human machine system engineering is different human–computer interaction and technical engineering in that it 

focuses on complex, that often are partially automated (such as flying an airplane). it also studies human problem environments 
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The area of human–machine movements is yet to be extensively explored. How body-structure can be extended through machine 

mechanisms points to how the body can perform beyond its biological form and functions as well  

as beyond the local space it inhabits. How human movement is transfer into machine motion and then can be both expressed and 

extended into performance on the web promises new possibilities in both conceptual approach and Fig:1-Man Machine System 

aesthetic application. For example, incorporating virtual camera views of the performing human–machine system enriches the 

choreography and intensifies the artistic result. The Machine is a hybrid human–robot walking machine. Designed by artist James 

(who has also created other such systems), it is an exoskeleton with six robotic legs that are controlled by the single worker. 

Time Study-  
A time and motion study (or time-motion study) is a business efficiency technique combining the Time Study work. It is a major part 

of scientific management After its first introduction, time study developed in the direction of establishing standard times, while motion 

study evolved into a technique for improving work methods. The two techniques became integrated and refined into a widely accepted 

method applicable to the improvement and upgrading of work systems. This integrated approach to work system improvement is 

known as methods engineering and it is applied today to industrial as well as service organizations, including banks, schools and 

hospitals. 

Time study is a direct and continuous observation of a task, using a timekeeping device (e.g., decimal minute stopwatch, computer-

assisted electronic stopwatch, and videotape camera) to record the time taken to accomplish a task and it is often used when: there are 

repetitive work cycles of short to long duration, wide variety of dissimilar work is performed, or process control elements constitute a 

part of the cycle. The Industrial Engineering Terminology Standard defines time study as "a work measurement technique consisting 

of careful time measurement of the task with a time measuring instrument, adjusted for any observed variance from normal effort or 

pace and to allow adequate time for such items as foreign elements, unavoidable or machine delays, rest to overcome fatigue, and 

personal needs.”  

 

Inventory Management-  

In any business or organization, all functions are interlinked and connected to each other and are often overlapping. Some key aspects 

like supply chain management, logistics and inventory form the backbone of the business delivery function. Therefore these functions 

are extremely important to marketing managers as well as finance controllers. Inventory management is a very important function that 

determines the health of the supply chain as well as the impacts the financial health of the balance sheet. Every organization constantly 

strives to maintain optimum inventory to be able to meet its requirements and avoid over or under inventory that can impact the 

financial figures. 
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Figure 2- Inventory Management 

Inventory is always dynamic. Inventory management requires constant and careful evaluation of external and internal factors and 

control through planning and review. Most of the organizations have a separate department or job function called inventory planners 

who continuously monitor, control and review inventory and interface with production, procurement and finance departments.  

Defining Inventory-Inventory is an idle stock of physical goods that contain economic value, and are held in various forms by an 

organization in its custody awaiting packing, processing, transformation, use or sale in a future point of time. Any organization which 

is into production, trading, sale and service of a product will necessarily hold stock of various physical resources to aid in future 

consumption and sale. While inventory is a necessary evil of any such business, it may be noted that the organizations hold inventories 

for various reasons, which include speculative purposes, functional purposes, physical necessities etc. From the above definition the 

following points stand out with reference to inventory: All organizations engaged in production or sale of products hold inventory in 

one form or other. Inventory can be in complete state or incomplete state. Inventory is held to facilitate future consumption, sale or 

further processing/value addition. All inventoried resources have economic value and can be considered as assets of the organization.  

Types of Inventory -  

Inventory of materials occurs at various stages and departments of an organization. A manufacturing organization holds inventory of 

raw materials and consumables required for production. It also holds inventory of semi-finished goods at various stages in the plant 

with various departments. Finished goods inventory is held at plant, FG Stores, distribution centers etc. Further both raw materials and 

finished goods those that are in transit at various locations also form a part of inventory depending upon who owns the inventory at the 

particular juncture. Finished goods inventory is held by the organization at various stocking points or with dealers and stockiest until it 

reaches the market and end customers. Besides Raw materials and finished goods, organizations also hold inventories of spare parts to 

service the products. Defective products, defective parts and scrap also forms a part of inventory as long as these items are inventoried 

in the books of the company and have economic value. 

We like clearly Inventory Management. We think it’s easy to use, and we know that it will help you become more productive. But no 

matter how good we think it is, it will fail to help you if you don’t do some very basic things. The purpose of this section of the 

Inventory Basics Guide is to walk you through the absolute basic attributes of a pretty  

good inventory management system and to instruct you in detail about how to implement our recommendations. We say “pretty good” 

because there are no perfect ways to create the elements of an inventory management system, but there are lots of bad ways. You may 

be able to improve on our recommendations or your enterprise may have to do  

things differently, but if you follow our recommendations, you’ll wind up with a pretty good system. 
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Table 1- Inventory Systems 

 

Proposed Methodology –  

This Methodology is one of the theoretical systematic, analysis of the methods applied to a field of study. It comprises the principles 

associated with a branch of knowledge and theoretical analysis of the body of methods. Typically, it encompasses concepts such 

quantitative or qualitative techniques and as paradigm, theoretical model, phases methodology is the general research strategy that 

outlines the way in which research is to be done and, among other things, identifies the methods to be used in it. These methods, 

described in the methodology, define the ways  of data collection or, sometimes, how a specific result is to be calculated By 

transforming this methodology in any assembly line you can get better efficiency or productivity In this thesis I am working  to 

increase the efficiency of the automobile sector assembly line. This methodology has two major parts. The First part comprises of  

Man- Machine system and in this we are implementing Work Measurement, Method Study and Time Study. The second part 

comprises of inventory management we are implementing the Inventory management system to reach the higher productivity. The 

concept of the man-machine system works between workers  and machines and in between raw materials and product . 

Simultaneously I am going to implement the inventory management system to increase the efficiency of over all plant. Using Work 

measurement, a technique designed to establish the time for a worker to carry out a specified manufacturing task at a defined level of 

performance. It is concerned with the length of time, and it takes to complete a work task assigned to a specific job or function. By 

applying work measurement, it can show clearly existing result. Method study is the process of subjecting work to systematic manner, 

critical scrutiny to make it more efficient and more effective. It is one of the keys to achieve productivity improvement. It can improve 

the productivity of the implemented method. Another field the time study will improve the efficiency of the implemented method 

Time study is one of the tested method of work measurement, in this thesis the use of time study is to suggest a methodology for a 

qualified worker to perform specified job  under stated conditions and at a defined rate of working. By this implementation, we can 

improve the implemented method and that will increase the rate of productivity. 

 

This system has two major parts  

Part 1: Implementation of Work measurement, Method and Time study. 

Part 2: Implementation of the Inventory Management. 

This to major parts of the implementation is lead to improve the efficiency and productivity of the overall plant. 
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Figure 3- Proposed Methodology 

This methodology can become efficient. My proposed method I am paying attention  multi skilled operator who will operate the 

multiple CNC and VMC machines at a time.  

Most of the time in filed we can easily see the operator inputs the code and starts the machine in CNC and VMC machines operations 

runs for the hours according to function. There is no work which will completes in minutes.  

So what will the labor will do in that time when operation is running. At that time most of the labor starts machine and do all the 

wastage works which is not productive work for the company. The time counts in hours and the time is running under nonproductive 

work till the all operation is not done. 

My proposed method is to transform non productive work into productive work and for the purpose it suggest to hire a multi skilled 

machine  

Figure 4- Machine Distribution 

 

operator. Which input codes in all CNC and VMC machines and take care of two or more machine at same time. 
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That will save money for the company by which company will pay only for the 1 labor for the two or more machines. It can convert 

the module of the assembly line and proposed methodology will able to convert nonproductive work into productive work and saving 

company`s money on more workers. 
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CONCLUSION-  

This thesis objective is to increase the efficiency of the automobile sector assembly line. This methodology has two major parts. For 

the purpose two parts methodology is being prepared, The First part is Man- Machine system and in this, Work Measurement, Method 

Study and Time Study is implemented. In second part Inventory, management system is implemented to reach the higher productivity. 

But for achieving the purpose following barriers are to be overcome: Over (or Under) Producing Due to a Change in Demand, 

Diminishing Returns on Lean Manufacturing Efforts, Lack of Real-Time Information, Unbalanced Station Workloads, WIP or 

Manufacturing Cycle Time, Lengthy Changeover Time, Late Product Launches on New Assembly Lines, Low Production Quality, 

Late Product Launches on Existing Assembly Lines. To overcome the related barriers required suggestion and steps are provided in 

the proposed methodology.  Which are in brief; Protect company against theft, Establish an approved stock list for each warehouse,  

Assign and use bin locations, Record all material leaving your warehouse, Process paperwork in a timely manner, Set appropriate 

objectives for your buyers, Make sure every employee is aware of the cost of bad inventory management, Ensure that stock balances 

are accurate and will remain accurate, Determine the most advantageous replenishment path for each item in each warehouse, 

Distributive purchasing, Central Warehousing, Cooperative Purchasing , Transfer excess stock to a branch that needs the material, 

Return the stock to the vendor, Lower the time of items with excess inventory, Substitute surplus inventory for lower cost items that 

are still popular  After implementing the proposed  methodology the result shows this methodology Increasing Productivity in 

Automobile Assembly Line Industry by Transforming Man-Machine System & Inventory Management can be perform more efficient 

and productive this result can easily conclude that this new and improved methodology created slightly differentiate results. This is 

better than existing technologies and methodology.  
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